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In 2015, Plan marks its 10th year in the
business. Between projects (and a little
bit of party planning) we’re taking
this moment to reflect on a decade
of exploring the frontiers of product
strategy—and to contemplate what the
next one holds for our practice
and clients.
Towards this end we offer you the
inaugural issue of ‘Perspective’
magazine–Plan’s publication which
aims to toast the past and future, and to
provide an antidote to the echo chamber
of fast facts and trash trends. Over the
years, Plan has developed something of
a reputation for taking an independent
and long view of developments of the
day. As we fight the daily deluge of live
feeds, it’s never been more apt a time to
step back from the ‘Cult of Now’ and 
sift the signal from the noise.
Future editions of the biannual
‘Perspective’ will each cover their
previous six-month period. This

opening issue, however, will look back a
little further—on key debates of the last
year, as well as a few glances back at the
patterns of the past ten.
2014 was undoubtedly the year of
the wearable, so we begin with some
perspective on the emerging sector,
firstly following on CES 2014 (p6) and
secondly after the announcement of the
Apple Watch (p10). Read further and
you’ll find analysis on contemporary
interior experiences (p16), a reflection
on 10 years of product strategy, tips
on interpreting ‘trends’ (p26), product
inspiration that has been catching our
eye (p14) and my article on the future
of transportation (p32).
Of course the truest route to sagacity
is not just to whistle up some opinions,
but to debate them with other experts.
So please do let us know know what
you think.

Print:
Pensord
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Feed filter
Sound bites from
the Twittersphere.
‘Apple follows Samsung
and LG with curved screen
on iPhone 6 plus’

‘Amazon’s
Echo
assistant…
creeeeeepy’
@KevinMcCull, 15/01/2015

‘At last a measured take on Minimum
Viable Products. In short, you only get
one chance to make a first impression’
@KevinMcCull, 25/10/2014

@PlanStrategic, 23/09/2014

‘Tallin offered free access to public
transport in an attempt to decrease
congestion. It had a 1% impact.
People love cars.’

@KimGoodwin, 26/11/2014

‘In-app purchases are
the hotel minibars
of the future’

‘Rumour has it that the
Gold Apple Watch will
be priced between
$4000-$5000’

@IainAitchison, 22/12/2014

‘I need my data like I need
my toothbrush. I just need
it — out and about with
wearables wearers in SF’

‘The best way to predict
the future is to stop
quoting Alan Kay all
the time.’

@PlanStrategic, 08/04/2014

@odannyboy, 26/06/2014

@PlanStrategic, 18/10/2014

@SarahJeong,26/06/2014

@PlanStrategic, 15/10/2014

‘Time spent clearly defining
the problem is worthwhile.
Time spent admiring the
complexity of the
problem is not.’

‘Design driver of UK growth?
I’m no economist, but with
0.09% of UK exports in
2012 – a long way to go!’

‘We’ve hit ‘Peak
app’. Downloads
are falling. 9 out
10 have never
paid for an app
or other phone
content.’

‘Snapchat raising eyebrows
by unveiling new feature that
allows users to send money
via private message’
@PlanStrategic, 18/11/2014

@PlanStrategic, 18/08/2014

‘Autonomous cars will
require a totally new
kind of map’
@KevinMcCull, 22/12/2014

‘Samsung follows Sony Vaio…pressing
eject button on PCs, Notebooks
and Chromebooks in Europe’
@PlanStrategic, 23/09/2014

‘Today’s portmanteau:
hypothesaurus.’
@JasonMesut,20/11/2014

Real time bitesize insight @planstrategic
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Why wearables
will never be
as disruptive
as the smartphone
:Kevin McCullagh,
FastCo.Design


21st January 2014

Two months after this
article was published,
Nike pulled the
FuelBand to refocus
efforts on software.

Wearables moved from the buzz idea
of 2013 into a tangle of clips, bands,
badges, brooches, glasses, earpieces
and headsets. It’s all too easy to be
cynical about the products launched
at CES, the annual tech frenzy in the
Mojave Desert, but here’s a skeptical
case between the tech crowd’s
boosterism and the casual scoffing.
Let’s step back and try to separate the
potential from the hyperbole.
Nike, Google, Samsung, Intel, Jawbone,
Fitbit, and maybe Apple can’t all be
wrong—right? As the smartphone
boom matures, the tech industry is
casting around for the next big growth
category, and the one currently on many
manufacturers’ sleeves is the wearable.
In a typically breathless statement
from CES, one analyst summed up
the hype: ‘The first big story [of CES
2014] is the real inflection point for
wearable devices… It is about these
devices moving from niche applications
and early adopters into much more
mainstream products.’
As many have pointed out, however,
most of the current offerings are classic
cases of technology in search of a
use case. Step-counting and onwrist
text-messaging are not setting anyone’s
world alight. Here are four major
problems preventing wearables from
reaching the masses.

Fitness freaks are not bellwethers
for the mass market
The case for the current crop of
wearables is too reliant on the lazy
assumption that advanced or extreme
users are bellwethers for the mass
market. It doesn’t follow that what
sports geeks and self-quantifiers do
today, the masses will do tomorrow.
Most people have neither the time nor
the inclination to track the minutiae
of their lives on a tiny digital
accessory—they are not that motivated,
or narcissistic.
The tech sphere doesn’t understand
how to design for a fashion context
We carry devices in our pockets
and bags, but wear accessories as
expressions of identity. People who
wear watches and jewellery often
have more than one item. This is why
there are many more brands in watch,
eyewear, and jewellery markets—even
some small brands have portfolios with
hundreds of SKUs. Apple has captured
a large chunk of the smartphone
market with essentially the same phone
(mostly in black). Even with its brand
kudos, the iPhone giant will struggle
to overturn a centuries-old culture of
fashion accessorizing and sell at the
scale it needs. Few in the tech sphere
understand the rigors of designing for
the fashion context.
The technology is not there yet

‘It doesn’t follow
that what sports
geeks and selfquantifiers do
today, the masses
will do tomorrow...
they are not that
motivated, or
narcissistic.’
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The most obvious obstacle with current
devices is limited battery life and the
hassle of charging yet another gadget.
But even if this challenge can be
overcome, there are questions over the
accuracy and meaningfulness of the
data captured. Beyond step-counting,
which many of the activity trackers can
accomplish adequately, companies are
attempting to widen appeal by trying
to capture other elements of users’
“wellness”—making guesstimates of
calorie intake from pictures of meals
and stabs in the dark about sleep
quality. One startup even claims its
band can monitor nutrition and calories
consumed by shining light through the
skin to detect them in the bloodstream.
This is all skating a little close to sorcery.
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Wearables’ usefulness
is disappearing
Wearables are the high-profile consumer
face of the wider shift to the Internet
of Things. The need to wear extra
gadgets, though, is being undermined
by other IoT developments, as sensors
become embedded invisibly in existing
stuff. Why wear a sleep-monitoring
wristband when the sensor-equipped
mattress beneath you can do a much
better job? The biggest threat to the
wearable nirvana is the smartphone.
The mobiles that we carry around with
us are incorporating movement-tracking
capabilities. The iPhone 5S’s M7 chip
is dedicated to processing motion
data from the phone’s accelerometers,
gyroscope, and compass sensors. As
more health and fitness apps and
equipment tap into this functionality,
dedicated activity trackers are likely to
go the way of the alarm clock, radio,
MP3 player, GPS unit and camera,
swallowed up by the smartphone.

Withing’s ‘Aura’ system
tracks sleep with a sensor
slip under the sheets
rather than a wrist strap.

‘The key to any
success will be
brutal focus’

So what should we do
about wearables?
There will be niche markets of course:
fitness freaks and self-quantifier
obsessives will buy specialized activity
trackers, and governments are likely
to expand their tagging of offenders
with ankle bracelets. But what are the
prospects of prying open the volume
markets that the consumer tech
industry feeds on?

Montblanc’s Timewalker
e-strap offers a discreet
vision of wrist tech

If companies keep a clearer-eyed focus
on balancing credible use cases with
form factor limitations and aesthetics,
all is not lost. For example, the market
for tracking the location of employees
shows signs of lifting off.
On a less creepy front, remote care of
the elderly has huge potential. The
number of elderly people wishing to
live independently for longer is already
huge, and growing rapidly. This group
is less attached to mobile phones
compared with younger generations,
and the current fall detectors and
alarm button pendants on offer are
demeaning. The telecare industry is
also fragmented, antiquated, and ripe
for consolidation.

Image by Artefact

Artefact’s ‘Purple’
digital locket concept
shows the potential for
creative limitations
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Bragi’s Dash wireless

in-earphones will ship
in April with ‘1,000
songs in your ears’

One-way to circumvent the aesthetic
issues around wearables is to make them
less visible. This is the route taken by
glucose monitor patches and Google
X lab’s smart contact lens research
(although Google has a bunch of
technical and legal hurdles ahead, not
least of which is the old battery problem).

Finally, maybe there is life in the smart
watch yet. Yes, the current crop suffers
from many of the fundamental faults
listed above. In addition, most devices try
to cram in too much functionality, and a
whole generation has also lost
the watch-wearing habit–another mobile
substitution.
There may also, though, be a credible
opportunity for a product-service
platform that could be licensed to
watch and fashion brands–if a few
fundamentals are respected. Small
screens are a pain to interact with, but
there is an opportunity to have highpriority, timely, and context-aware
notifications delivered to the wrist,
without the need to reach for a phone.
As long as they find configuring such
devices easy, many people would value
en-route traffic alerts, flight boarding
alerts for key meetings, emails from
VIPs, Twitter mentions, and so forth.
Information should be delivered within
a UI that requires minimal input. And
finally, the platform should allow
watch brand licensees a high degree of
aesthetic customization. The key to any
success will be brutal focus (saying no
to most features), the quality of physical
and digital integration, and how astute
and discerning the notification service is.
There is no chance of wearables
emulating the smartphone boom, but
some sizable niches are likely to enjoy
time in the spotlight–and even form
enduring habits.
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Wearables,
after the
Apple Watch

‘f**ked’?

:Kevin McCullagh,
FastCo.Design
12th September 2014
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Rolex took out a 10-page spread in the
FT’s ‘How To Spend It’ magazine last
weekend, under the strap-line ‘There
is only one way. The Rolex way.’ Given
the amount of buzz that preceded the
Apple Watch launch, one could read
that as an attempt to hold back the
inevitable tide. Rumour has it that,
in the run-up to the launch, Apple’s
Jonathan Ive pronounced the whole
Swiss Watch industry ‘f**ked.’
While it’s one thing for Apple to make
Rolex pay attention to its latest offering,
it’s another to take a sizable bite out of
the Swiss watchmaker’s business.
Earlier this year (before Nike pulled
its FuelBand) I posited that wearables
are a tech category in search of a
compelling use case. I also laid out four
key hurdles to clear before mass market
scale could be reached.
The Apple Watch has made significant
leaps over some of these hurdles,
but still has work to do. Apple plans
to leverage tight integration with
its burgeoning ecosystem to enable
effortless payment, door unlocking and
remote iPhone control, among other
functions. As developers add to the app
neighborhoods, more people will find
enough compelling reasons to shell
out. But there’s still no killer use case.

1. Activity tracking is not enough

4. Not a phone substitution

Not very many people have either the
time or the inclination to track the
minutiae of their lives, and of those
early adopters who think they do,
a third ditch their device within six
months. Even if Apple has improved on
existing trackers, not enough people find
the data meaningful enough to drive
serious sales.

Another challenge to compelling
smartwatch use cases is that so many
of their functions can be accessed more
conveniently on a phone, particularly
as phones become more packed with
sensors. This is underlined by the Apple
Watch’s Activity app, which requires
GPS data from the iPhone. But if runners
still need to take their phone with them
anyway, why not let the phone do all
the tracking? Phones like the Galaxy
S5 are also better at measuring heart
rate than wrist-based monitors–studies
have shown wrists are physiologically
awkward places for electronic sensors to
take a pulse reading.

2. Fashion faux pas no more
To non-techheads, most wearables to
date have been lame eyesores. The
most impressive element of Apple’s
proposition is how it approached the
fashion accessory problem–both in
terms of design sensibility and range of
personalization options. It has created a
sophisticated customizable platform for
consumers to combine permutations
of case size, materials and finishes, as
well as digital face options and a range
of proprietary straps. The ‘Milanese
loop’ strap is a thing of beauty and the
‘Modern buckle’ is worthy of a Gucci
bag. That said, the case looks a bit
chubby–a signature of recently hired
Apple designer Marc Newson.
3. Tech is still not ready
One of the biggest bugbears of firstgeneration smartwatches is how often
they need charging. It’s instructive
that battery life was not mentioned
during the event, apart from a passing
reference to charging the watch at
night. It’s safe to assume it will need
at least daily charging, and for many
this will be a deal breaker. Wireless
charging reduces the pain a little,
although a nightstand version might
have made more sense.

‘
For all the claims of
“a thousand no’s for every
yes,” the post-Jobs era is
shaping up to be defined by
less ruthless focus.’
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The question of overlap with phone
functionality raises a bigger question
about the watch. While it’s hard to
assess its usability at this juncture,
Apple runs the risk of overloading
it with features by going for a
miniaturized, multipurpose computer
rather than taking a more focused
approach. I can’t help but think Steve
Jobs would have stopped the kitchen
sink being thrown in like this. Do we
really need photos and maps on a
stamp-sized screen, when our phones
are rarely out of reach? For all the claims
of ‘a thousand no’s for every yes,’ the
post-Jobs era is shaping up to be defined
by less ruthless focus.

‘
But once the fanboys and rich
kids have snapped them up,
how wide is their appeal?’
So will this be a category killer?
As it stands now, the appeal of the
Apple Watch more closely resembles
the niche Apple TV than it does the
ubiquitous iPod. Undoubtedly, second
and third generation products will
be slimmer, and have longer battery
life, but anything short of a major
technological breakthrough won’t be
compelling enough from a functional
or aesthetic point of view to drive
smartwatches into the mainstream.
There’s a good chance it will still
dominate the narrow confines of
the smartwatch market currently
populated by the likes of Samsung,
LG, and Motorola. Yes, it only works
with the iPhone, but it’s the only
full-fledged smartwatch that works
with the iPhone. And yes, it leaves the
massive Android user base untouched,
but market research shows that Apple
commands upward of 90% of the
ultra-premium smartphone market–
which is likely the same group of
people interested in this first wave of
smartwatches, most of which will cost
between $300 and $500. (And there

likely won’t be a critical mass of people
who will switch smartphone platforms
if they do want something besides the
Apple watch.)
But once the fanboys and rich kids
have snapped them up, how wide
is their appeal? As gadgets, they are
expensive and ostentatious activity
trackers. As personal identity emblems,
they face wide and varied luxury watch
competition, ranging from Uniform
Wares to Gucci to Tag Heuer. Apple is
not going to make much more than
a dent in the $23 billion wristwatch
market, and there will still be room for
activity trackers like the Fitbit Force.
Rolex can sleep safely, as it sells
predominantly to baby boomers and
Generation X. Those groups got the
watch habit before mobile phones
arrived, essentially buying a fashion
accessory or status piece with a
retro nod to tradition. When watch
connoisseurs buy into craftsmanship
and precious materials at the high-end,
few risk their investment becoming
technologically obsolete next year, as is

the case when they buy into obsolete
technology. The gold Apple Watch
Edition–which is likely to be much
more expensive than the standard Apple
Watch–is a tough sell in this respect.
Fitbit will feel the heat more, but
should still carve out a place in the
activity tracker market. Its devices are
less than a third of the price of Apple’s
entry-level watch. Fitbits are also a less
flashy statement on the wrist, which
will suit many. This understatement
is carried through to its UI, in what
its designer Gadi Amit calls an
“introverted” approach to interaction,
in contrast to Apple’s prominent
Activity app.
That said, it’s early days for Apple’s
watch. The firm’s recent hires from
the fashion industry and its formidable
marketing machine should not be
underestimated. But for the time
being, Rolex and Fitbit are most
definitely not ‘f**ked.’
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Pin-ups

3:

The latest eye-candy to
grace our pinboards.
1: Nike Flyknit Zoom Agility
2: Leica T System
3: Ripple table by Benjamin Hubert
4: Bodleian Libraries Chair by Barber Osgerby
5: Shimmer table by Patricia Urquiola
6: Aether cone speaker
7: BeoPlay H2 headphones by Bang & Olufsen
8: BeoPlay A2 speakers by Bang & Olufsen
2:

1:

4:
5:

6:

7:

8:

More visual indulgence at pinterest.com/planlondon
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Inside
story

Four design trends at the
cutting edge of architecture
and interiors.
:Alex Bradley,
Various publications
2014


1:
Light-scaping

2:
Augmentation

Creative light-shaping in architecture–married
with ingenious, technologically driven lighting
solutions–is changing the way we live and work.

Trends towards ‘light-scaping’ overlap with
new applications of sensors, screens and other
embedded technology in the fabric of buildings,
the results often dramatically altering the
experience of interior or storefront.

Just as light is a vital element of interior
aesthetics, so too is it crucial to human wellbeing–
exposure to sunlight regulates biological functions
including mood, sleep and energy levels. With
increasing amounts of life being lived within walls
in dense urban areas, innovators are finding new
ways to get precious rays–or their effects–to the
experiences of people and workforces.
Below top: mA-style Architects’ ‘Light Walls House’
uses large perimeter skylights to throw natural light
across a grid of exposed wooden ceiling beams.
Below middle: Daniel Rybakken creates the illusion
of natural light using solid surface material paired with
thousands of LEDs.

Above: United Visual Artists create ‘Momentum’,
a carefully choreographed, mind-altering sequence
of light, sound and movement.
Left top: Events agency Büro Hirzberger capture their
brand essence with a foyer of colourful interactive walls.
Left bottom: ‘A Window to the Near Future’ reflects
passing traffic, magically replacing cars with models
from the BMWi range.
Below: Simon Heijdens’ ‘Lightweeds’ installation
moves and behaves in direct relation to levels
of sunshine, rainfall and wind.

Below bottom: Shanghai studio AIM Architecture
create an office entrance with reflective strips of light,
giving the illusion of a never-ending grid.
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3:
Space-making

4:
Sound control

Increasingly dense urban living conditions and
changing work environments have helped drive
innovation in efficient, modular housing and
furnishing solutions.

Acoustics: All-too-often overlooked but
undeniably a critical element of interior
experience.

Above, from left to right:
 15-square-metre live-work space by Israeli
A
architect Raanan Stern transforms from two-person
office to micro-apartment.
‘My Micro NY’ by nARCHITECTS uses a series of 55
pre-fab modules to create a compact living
apartment block. Residents due to move in late 2015.
‘Transformer’ modular office fittings
by Particular Architects.
 isco offices by Studio O+A brings home
C
lounge set-up into workplace for casual collaboration.

With life and work in the megalopolises of the
world becoming more sensorially intensive by
the day, city dwellers increasingly crave spaces
that are sensitive to the needs of their ear canals.
Innovations ensue.
Below, counter-clockwise from left:
The Acoustic Composition hotel by Betillon/Dorval-Bory
channels the relaxing noises of nature to the interior.
Skype HQ by Design Blitz gives employees a variety
of purpose-designed sound-scapes to work in.
Selfridges Silence Room by Alex Cochrane Architects
gives shoppers an oasis of calm in central London.
The Sono concept by industrial designer Rudolf
Stefanich applies noise cancelling technology
to the surface of home or office windows.
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The Numbers

Euros per year

0.09%
Percentage of total
2012 UK exports
attributed to
‘design’—the ‘Creative
Economy’ clearly with
a long way still to go.
Source: Department for
Culture, Media & Sport

<6000

<3000

<1000

Free

Cost of university
across the EU

Stats that really put
things into perspective.

£120m=

<9000

Source:
One-Europe,
2014

40

%

increase

in yearly intake of design degree students in
the UK from 2000-2010. Design is now the
second most popular degree after nursing.
Source: UCAS

1: Nursing

Tinder torches online
dating scene, capturing
almost 90% market
share in US.
Source: 7Park Data

0-90% in 18 months

80%
70%

2: Design

60%

3: Law

40%

50%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Jan 2013

Jul 2013

Tinder

$2.03bn
Lego surpassed Mattel as the world’s biggest
toymaker by sales in the first half of 2014.
Source: Business Insider
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Jan 2014

Match

OkCupid

4.6 PR specialists
for every journalist

Zoosk

News ain’t what it used
to be. As of 2013, PR bods
are outnumbering journos
almost five fold in US.
Source:
Pew Research Centre / US
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013
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Product strategy:
10 years on
: Kevin McCullagh
We founded Plan to help
bring clarity to the front-end
of innovation. In the decade
we’ve been in business,
we’ve seen our work and the
landscape around us evolve
in exciting ways.
To mark Plan’s 10 years,
here are 10 ways we’ve seen
the business shift since
our inception.

1.Sophistication

2.Breadth

5.Speed

7.Services

9.Clarity

Clients no longer say they want to be
‘the Apple of our category’–which is
a far bigger step forward than just a
choice of phrase. Our early projects
tended to revolve around consumer
insights, trends and aesthetics. One
reason we no longer get asked to
Apple-ify a firm’s product strategy
is that clients now understand that
Apple’s success is built on deep
foundations rather than aesthetics.
In-house design and innovation
departments have grown in size and
sophistication over the last decade,
and now search for deeper sources of
advantage that fit with their values,
brand and capabilities.

As a result of our clients’ growing
sophistication, the scope of our work
has expanded to include projects we
didn’t envisage 10 years back, such
as service proposition development,
portfolio planning, internal
communications and organisational
learning. This has led to us working
with other parts of organisations,
such as corporate strategy, HR and
proposition teams. There are many
reasons for this, including–for better or
for worse–Design Thinking, which has
raised awareness of approaches similar
to Plan’s when it comes to tackling a
wider set of problems.

The gradual compression of time and
resources partly defines modern life,
but over the last decade we’ve seen
increasing pressure to do more with
less–and to do it quickly. Agile software
development, lean start-up culture and
recessionary cost cutting all played
their part. The new expectations are
often to work in parallel, prototype
early and often, and launch ‘Minimum
Viable Products’. However the rhetoric
of this shift does not always match the
reality, where more haste can result
in less speed.

The economic shift from manufacturing
to services has been evident for
decades, a more recent change is
manufacturers like Samsung and Ford
moving into services, and service
companies like Microsoft and Amazon
moving into producing hardware.
Helping to frame, conceive and shape
these product-service systems now
accounts for more of our work.

Communicating something as intangible
as strategy is inevitably challenging.
Over the past decade we have
strengthened our arsenal of narrative
skills and other resources that allow
us to bring strategy to life. We have
learned from the sustained interest in
storytelling and infographics over the
last 5-10 years, as well as drawing on
new prototyping techniques.

8.Product

10.Talent

When Plan was founded we used
the word ‘product’ to differentiate
what we focused on from services
and marketing communications.
As the meaning of ‘product’ has
morphed to include software and
service packages–digital products–it
has further challenged the usefulness
of the distinction between product
and service. More and more the term
‘product’ is now used to differentiate
innovation work that is focused on
utility, whether it be physical or digital,
from that focused on marketing.

One of the most exciting changes Plan
has witnessed over the years is the
ever-deepening pool of talent from
which we can draw. When we started,
‘design strategist’ wasn’t a first-choice
career choice for too many people.
Today, many designers find strategy
more creative and challenging than the
practice of design. As more straight-A
students enter design courses, many
of which have introduced strategic
elements to their curriculum, the
intellectual horsepower of the best
design graduates has lifted. Finally, the
raised profile of design and innovation
has attracted a wider spectrum of talent
to what we do from fields outside
design–from engineering to psychology
and business.

This shift has been helped in no small
way by the increased design influence
at board level. We now see visionary
Chief Design Officers such as Jony Ive
at Apple, Sean Carney at Philips, Peter
Schreyer at Hyundai-Kia. Designers
have taken over the role of CEO at
top companies, such as Christopher
Bailey at Burberry and Mark Parker
at Nike. And then there are the new
designer-founders like Brian Chesky
and Nathan Blecharczyk of Airbnb and
Evan Sharp of Pinterest. It’s a trend
that has changed the work we’re being
asked to do, which can still include
insights, trends and aesthetics, but now
also takes in multi-faceted propositions,
business model innovation and helping
internal teams raise their game.
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3.Blur
This in turn has led to a less distinct
and more confusing product strategy
market, as we find ourselves rubbing
shoulders with a more diverse set,
including advertising and marketing
agencies, as well as management,
innovation, product design and
service design consultancies.

4.Collaboration
Our work now spans more internal
company silos, involves bigger
teams and more challenging forms
of collaboration across functions,
locations and organisations. This has
led to more process experimentation
and more fluid roles within projects as
we all learn how best to work together.

Some agile evangelists challenge the
need for strategy in a world of twoweek sprints, which confused strategy
with long-term planning. It’s worth
reminding ourselves of the origins of
strategy–the military: there is nothing
more agile than a battle! Strategy is not
planning, it’s a set of points of view,
principles and priorities–which need to
be regularly prototyped, reviewed and
adjusted.

6.Learning
This culture of velocity combined
with client sophistication has led to
us becoming increasingly involved in
more formal organisational learning
programmes. Clients are increasingly
looking to embed new knowledge and
front-end innovation capabilities. As a
result more of our work is focused on
enabling our clients to develop better
strategy through codifying and training
tools and processes, and identifying
and coaching the new competencies.

Plan’s world has changed along
multiple axes in the decade we’ve
been in business. It’s helped keep us
on our toes, and provided the kinds of
shifts we enjoy. I have no doubt that
the next 10 years will throw new and
invigorating challenges our way and
that’s what keeps us fired up.
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Design milestones
Some mood board ‘must haves’ from the last decade

05

06

07

08

09

10

Honda, EN-V concept

BMW, i3 concept

11

12

13

14

Auto
Fiat, Trepiuno concept

BMW, GINA concept

Citroën, Cactus concept

Furniture
Plank, Miura stool
(Konstantin Grcic)

Vitra, Polder (Hella Jongerius)

Established & Sons, Surface table
(Woodgate & Barnard)

Thin Black Lines, Nendo

Vitra, Tip Ton (Barber & Osgerby)

Ligne Roset, Container
(Benjamin Hubert)

Bodleian Libraries Chair
(Barber & Osgerby)

Product
Sony, PlayStation 3

Apple, MacBook Air

Sony Bravia, Monolith NX800

Hulger, Plumen 001
(Samuel Wilkinson)

B&O, BeoPlay A9

Apple, Mac Pro Tower

Roli, Seaboard

Mobile
Nokia, 8800

Apple, iPhone

HTC, Hero

HTC, Legend

Nokia, N9

Google, Project Ara

Accessories
Bell & Ross, BR01 92
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Bang & Olufsen, A8 headphones

Jawbone 2 (Yves Behar)

Uniform Wares, 200

AiAiAi, TMA-1 (KiBiSi)

Nike, Lunar Flyknit One

Uniform Wares, C41
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From the archive:

Extract from original
:Kevin McCullagh,
Core77.com
2nd September 2008

Beyond the
schlock
of the new



2:
Take a long and wide view

‘From the archive’ is
where we take a rummage
through past articles
and revisit some old
ideas that still ring
true today.

1:

8 tips to shorten your odds

Frame the scope and focus

The perils of prediction
are legend and the source
of many chuckles, but
making bets on the future
is part of a designer’s
job description.

Too many foresight projects
suffer from lack of specific
structure and focus. A general
trends presentation is wheeled
out for all occasions too
often. If we define trends
as useful simplifications,
abstractions or generalisations
of notable shifts in reality,
we need to be clear on what
part of this reality we are
interested in and why. For
example, we have been asked by
corporate strategy departments
to help them scope what
business areas they should
be in 10 years hence, and
design departments wanting to
develop a new design direction
that will be resonant and
distinctive for the next couple
of years. One is a question of
long-wave social, economic and
technological trends; the other
focuses on shifts in particular
consumer segment preferences,
industry sector constraints and
relevant design trends.

It is now 10 years since
I did my first foresight
project. Its horizon was
the world of 2010, which
is now all but upon us in
product planning terms.
As I write I am now
midway through another
look forward for the same
client, which has been
cause to reflect on what
I have learned along
the way. Here are eight
good habits I learned to
adopt:
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To get beyond the hype, fads
and received wisdom of a
particular time and place,
it is vital to develop a big
picture perspective. Foresight
work is about identifying and
understanding discontinuities,
which are best spotted from
35,000 feet.
Once we have a clear idea
of scope and objectives,
the next question is how to
decide on which trends are
relevant. The trick here is
to develop an explicit set
of filtering criteria that
helps the project team to
make calls on which trends are
likely to influence the reality
in question. There is no
systematic way of developing
these criteria, but developing
some working hypotheses early
and then refining them en route
through discussion helps to
maintain focus.
Once we have framed the space,
the next challenge is to
break it down in a useful way
by constructing a framework
that structures the trends to
illuminate their hierarchies
and inter-relationships.
For example, it is useful to
understand that some trends are
macro-drivers of smaller subtrends.

It is often sobering to situate
a trend in its historical
context. Taking a long view
provides more dots to join
and a better sense of rate of
change; as forecasts often
get the phenomena right but
overshoot or undershoot on the
timeframe. However, as Larry
Keeley has pointed out, ‘we
always overestimate the amount
of change in the short term and
we underestimate the amount of
change in the long term.’
A classic example of this
pattern of events is the
adoption of 3G mobile
technology. Back in 2000 the UK
government held an auction for
3G licenses, and the “winning”
mobile carriers handed over
$40 billion for the privilege
of being able to offer ‘fast’
mobile internet services.
After much initial excitement
among technology investors and
journalist about the pocket
internet, 3G’s development was
plagued by technical problems

and an underwhelmed public,
until a few years later the
carriers wrote off much of their
investment as an ill-advised
gamble.
As I argued in 2001, ‘The hype
around the mobile Internet
always suffered from too much
business and technology push,
and not enough user pull.’
Eight years after that auction,
the 3G iPhone finally delivers
on the promise of the mobile
internet experience. The technoptimists and pessimists are
usually both wrong.
The hype cycle is a useful way
of visualising this evolution
of some technologies from peak
of inflated expectation, through
the trough of disillusionment
to the plateau of productivity.
Another lesson from the past
is how the future is always a
mix of revolutionary change and
evolutionary continuity–and
sometimes regressions are in
there too. Unlike the Star Trek
view of the consistent future,
many of today’s trend-setters
enjoy gaming on iPhones and
organic gardening. History does
not follow straight lines.

understand an issue across a
range of domains. Fitting the
wide-angle lens helps reduce
the likelihood of being ‘blindsided’ by a key development in
another area. Collecting data
from a range of areas that
interlock around a particular
issue also gives us greater
confidence of its importance.
For example, we particularly
value the insights from our
network of sociologists around
Europe.
This ability to pan out for the
detail and use interchangeable
telephoto and wide-angle lenses
has to be developed over time,
but constructing a team that
contains a few grey hairs and a
mix of disciplinary backgrounds
is a great start.

As well as history, an
important key to the big
picture is cross-disciplinary
bandwidth–the ability to
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3:
Put sociology before technology
Whenever people look to the
future, the first place they
tend to turn for guidance is
technology. Now that walking
on the Moon has more to do with
history than with the future,
it should be clear that the
future is not purely driven
by technology. In the past 50
years we have supposedly lived
through the Atomic Age, Space
Age, the Supersonic Age and
more recently the Information
Age of the paperless office and
the end of the book.
Two of the most notable shifts
in Western societies over the
past few decades have been
the elevated role of women in
society and the fragmentation
of societies into a culture of
mistrust and fear. Neither was
widely predicted; both have
little to do with technology.
Sure technology shapes us, but
we also shape it, and looking
at the future through the
prism of a technology is bound
to lead to a blinkered and
distorted view.
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‘Sure
technology
shapes us,
but we also
shape it...
looking at
the future
through the
prism of a
technology
is bound to
lead to a
blinkered
view.’
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4:

5:

Once is an accident, twice is a
coincidence and three times is
a trend. Foresight demands more
than the pattern recognition of
a trend spotter. To understand
change, we must get beyond
mere description of surface
effects, and also beyond simply
extrapolating existing trends
into the future. If we do not
understand why something is
happening, we cannot anticipate
how important it will become,
potential tipping points, or
how long it will last. To really
grasp the essence of change, you
have to get to grips with the
dynamic nature of trends–how
they have developed, and their
interactions with other trends
as both drivers and inhibitors.

Most forecasts are wrong in the
same ways, because visions of
tomorrow tend to be projections
of prevailing hopes, fears and
prejudices. It is always wise
to be a well-informed skeptic
and challenge the widespread
orthodoxies of the moment. Be
critical, ask hard questions
and search out countertrends.
Trust your gut and then look for
supporting evidence.

Get under the surface

I will never forget the lunch
I had with a pension advisor
back in 1999, when the tendency
was still towards earlier
retirement. The 2010 foresight
project I had just finished had
convinced me that this trend
would begin to reverse and when
I told her that I expected to
retire at 70 she nearly choked
and fell off her chair!

‘
A presentation of
20 trends does not
add up to a view
of the future.’

Be an informed contrarian

One of the mistakes I made
back in 1999 was to accept the
received wisdom that GenXers
were looking to friends
rather than families as
support networks–a perception
reinforced by shows like
‘Friends’. If we had looked
harder for data, we would have
found that they were spending
less time with family but even
less time with friends.
One we got right was to
challenge the idea that a decade
after the end of the Cold War,
belief in the free market had
triumphed. We talked rather
clumsily about an emerging
‘search for authenticity as a
reaction to the marketisation
of everyday life’. The Seattle
riots kicked-off the week of the
final presentation of the project
and Naomi Klein’s ‘No Logo’ was
published the following month.

6:
Have a point of view
A presentation of 20 trends
does not add up to a view of the
future. Many trends contradict
each other, and choices have
to be made. For example, the
shift towards ethical (premium)
consumerism and the economic
crunch are not compatible;
something has got to give.
In design one visual trend
no longer dominates. Today
minimalism co-exists with the
baroque. The question is which
trend if any has any relevance
to the brand or product in
question.
Your client or manager wants to
know what it all means, and how
the contradictions will
resolve themselves in their
specific business situation.
Foresight is not really about
making predictions, but
presenting a credible,
coherent and compelling
narrative about the future
as a stimulus for discussion
and decision making.

7:

8:

Be specific about impacts

Track and tack

Many important trends are
irrelevant to particular
companies and projects. I
have lost count of the number
of times I have sat through
a presentation of niche über
luxury trends when the client
is firmly in the über mass
market. It is always wise to
think through the relevance of
particular trends to particular
industry sectors, product
categories or market segments.
In many cases, a nuanced
analysis of an established
trend’s impact on a company,
category or project is far more
useful than breaking news on the
latest fad.

Foresight is best treated as
an iterative exercise and not
a one-off exercise. Futurist
Paul Saffo advises forecasters
to ‘hold strong opinions
weakly … If you must forecast
then forecast often–and be
the first to prove yourself
wrong.’ We build a framework of
assumptions about the future,
and then review and update
it on a regular basis. It is
an incredibly enlightening
exercise!
After recommending a visual
design language identity to one
client, which was partly based
on trend analysis, the client
came back to us the following
year to ask what was next. We
explained that not only was the
direction still right for their
brand and product category, but
was aligned with a long-wave
trend that would give their
visual positioning resonance
and consistency for several
years. Instead of jumping on
the next trend, we helped them
evolve their visual identity
for a number of years, before
recommending a new departure
when the time was ripe.
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Driving Into
the Future
(with the brakes on)

:Kevin McCullagh,
The Telegraph
23rd November 2014


The future of transport looks bright
following two recent announcements.
First, mayor Boris Johnson unveiled
a sleek new design for London
Underground trains, which will be
faster, cooler, driverless and wifienabled … in 2025. Meanwhile, in
California, Elon Musk–inheritor of
Steve Jobs’ mantle as hero of Silicon
Valley–yanked back a satin sheet
to reveal three new Tesla models
of electric car; one does 0-60 in 3.2
seconds, as well as driving itself into
the garage and automating much of
motorway driving.
The milestones of mobility history
are marked by the coverage of greater
distances in faster, cheaper, safer
and more convenient ways. Mass car
ownership, cheap flights and highspeed trains have broadened our minds
and life experience more than any
previous generation. So what are the
prospects for transport over the next
20 years? Will innovation continue to
drive us into a zippier future? I believe
it will, but with a major caveat: even

as exciting innovations spark progress,
there is a widening gap between
mass aspirations for more speed and
comfort, and the agenda of transport
planners who are steering with their
foot on the brakes.

But while the recession and student
debt may have delayed young peoples’
car-buying plans, all of our research
confirms that the young still aspire to
their own wheels–and the freedom and
individuality a car still represents.

This is particularly the case with urban
transport. Some planning projects are
truly ambitious, such as Crossrail,
which will whisk Londoners from
Heathrow to Canary Wharf in 40
minutes by 2018. But the future also
holds plenty of attempts to constrain
speed and convenience, nudging us
into bike sharing or shoving us into
congestion charging, pedestrianisation
and rationed parking. (Hamburg, for
example, plans to banish cars from
40pc of its centre by 2032.)

When the Estonian capital of Tallinn
recently became the largest city to
give its residents free access to public
transport, this European centre
for nightlife–with a huge young
population–saw only a 1pc rise in
usage, mostly from walkers, not
drivers, making the switch. Drivers
are attached to the comfort and
convenience of their transport, a fact
planners often dismiss.

What these plans don’t take into
account is the aspirational desire for
fast, cheap, convenient transport. It’s
often said Generation Y has fallen
out of love with car ownership–a
perception that has pleased the
planners and worried car companies.

What won’t happen
Two darlings of the urban visionaries
are car sharing and electric vehicles
(EVs). While both will find their
niches, neither will mainstream as the
planners hope. Car clubs like ZipCar
promise car access over the hassle of
ownership and have been promoted
by many city authorities. However,
the Mercedes-backed Car2go recently
withdrew from a pilot in the UK in the
face of public disinterest–many prefer
the convenience of their own car or taxi
services like Uber.

expense, charging hassle and flat
battery concerns. City authorities
will create some demand for EVs
by prioritising them, from insisting
new taxis are EVs to exemption from
congestion charges. And as EVs are
increasingly criticised for reasons such
as the emissions created by electricity
production, even the eco credentials
that are their biggest selling point are
under threat. Cars with increasingly
clean and efficient petrol or diesel
engines will rule the roads for decades
to come.

Similarly EVs from the likes of Tesla
and BMWi will remain niche lifestyle
accessories for the rich due to their

Innovation will happen more
at individual level–vehicles and
smartphones–rather than much more
costly large-scale civic planning and
infrastructure.

Citymapper have brought
highly integrated
transport information
to users in 15 cities
across the globe.
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Image by Mercedes Benz

The most transformational vision
of fully driverless cars is the
on-demand taxi that will take
you door to door in an interior
configured for greater comfort,
sociability and productivity.

What will happen
Two developments that will have
an impact are driverless taxis and
mobility apps for smartphones. Google
has attracted a lot of attention with
its self-driving car, but many other
companies are just as advanced in their
testing, with many of the latest road
models already offering autonomous
features such as adaptive cruise control
and lane changing. While there are
technical and legislative barriers to
overcome, fully driverless cars are
likely to be on the road in the next
10-15 years. Initially they will be
expensive to own; more immediately,
driverless taxis may be cheaper than
minicabs, and more comfortable and
sociable as seats can face each other,
with no need for a driver’s seat.

Fully driverless cars
are likely to be on
the road in the next
10-15 years
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Seamlessly jumping between different
modes of transport has long been
the stuff of transport visions. While
piecemeal progress has been made
through initiatives such as London
Oyster Card, physically joining the dots
between cars, trains, buses and planes
requires more serious investment.
The next wave of this innovation will
happen on our phones. Apps like
Citymapper, Uber and Hailo are already
must-haves for urbanistas, and Helsinki
has announced that it plans to roll
out a ‘mobility of demand’ system by
2025, which will let Finns plan and pay
for fully integrated journeys on their
phone. The system will knit everything
from driverless cars and mini buses to
shared bikes and ferries into a ‘mesh of
mobility’.

Unlocking and starting
Tessla cars with watches
in the near future

What could happen
To tackle congestion in cities like
London, we need to not just make
more use of existing roads by, for
example, pruning back the number
of bus lanes and allowing all types
of taxis to use the ones that remain.
More critically, we must invest in
underground motorways, ring roads
and car parks. How about an outer
circle tube line too–oh, and a
new airport?

They will become more and more
automated, as in driverless cars and
trains. And we will increasingly
manage our journeys through our
smartphones–whether that’s planning
and paying for transport options, or
controlling our own vehicles, such as
the new Tesla cars, which allow owners
to locate, warm up, unlock and start
the car from their phones and watches
in the near future.

Generally, however, innovation
in transport will move forward in
areas governed by the private sector.
Vehicles will continue to become
more connected, through added wifi
on planes, trains, and automobile.

It’s certainly progress. But for
generations that have grown up in the
super-sonic age and beyond, it can all
sound positively pedestrian.
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The last 12 months

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Google buys Nest Labs
for $3.2bn

Citroen’s C4 Cactus concept
car makes it to production;
Facebook aquire WhatsApp
for $19bn

Ustwo release Monument
Valley; Google introduce
Android Wear

Nike pull FuelBand; Microsoft
buy Nokia’s device business

Google unveil driverless car
prototype

Apple buy Beats for $3bn

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

FuseProject sell 75% stake
to BlueFocus

Waitrose roll out new brown
sauce packaging designed by
7 year-old

Apple announce Watch
and Mark Newson hire

Adaptive aquired
by Capital One

Design education ‘tragic’
says Jonathan Ive

Uber valued at $40bn after
$1.2bn fundraising
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Product strategy consultancy
We join the dots between scoping
opportunities, building strategy and
managing action.
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